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Quick Starts are automated reference deployments that use Amazon Web Services (AWS)
CloudFormation templates to deploy key technologies on AWS, following AWS best
practices.

Overview
This Quick Start reference deployment guide provides step-by-step instructions for
deploying the Information Security Registered Assessors Program (IRAP) PROTECTED
Reference Architecture on the AWS Cloud.
This Quick Start is for users who want to create cloud-based workloads that use AWS
controls that meet the Australian Cyber Security Centre (ACSC) Information Security
Manual (ISM) requirements for sensitive government data handling at the PROTECTED
classification level.
Before storing PROTECTED data, remember to follow the guidance outlined in the IRAP
PROTECTED package, which is available through the AWS Artifact page. While this
solution implements many of the controls found in the IRAP PROTECTED package, not all
of the recommended controls are included in this Quick Start.

IRAP PROTECTED Reference Architecture on AWS
The Reference Architecture demonstrates how multiple AWS services are brought together
to support a typical multi-tier web application with associated security and management
services that support meeting ISM PROTECTED control requirements.

Cost and licenses
You are responsible for the cost of the AWS services used while running this Quick Start
reference deployment. There is no additional cost for using the Quick Start.
The AWS CloudFormation template for this Quick Start includes customizable
configuration parameters. Some settings, such as instance type, affect the cost of
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deployment. For cost estimates, see the pricing pages for each AWS service you will be
using. Prices are subject to change.
Tip: After you deploy the Quick Start, we recommend that you enable the AWS Cost
and Usage Report to track costs associated with the Quick Start. This report delivers
billing metrics to an S3 bucket in your account. It provides cost estimates based on
usage throughout each month and finalizes the data at the end of the month. For
more information about the report, see the AWS documentation.
This Quick Start does not require any licenses.

Architecture
Deploying this Quick Start for a new virtual private cloud (VPC) with default parameters
builds the following IRAP PROTECTED Reference Architecture environment in the AWS
Cloud.

Figure 1: Quick Start architecture for IRAP PROTECTED on AWS
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The Quick Start sets up the following:


A highly available architecture that spans three Availability Zones.



A VPC configured with public and private subnets, according to AWS best practices, to
provide you with your own virtual network on AWS.



In each public subnet:



–

A Network Load Balancer (NLB).

–

An Application Load Balancer (ALB).

–

Managed network address translation (NAT) gateways to allow outbound
internet access for resources in the private subnets.

–

A bastion host.

In the private subnets:
–

The web app subnet contains an Auto Scaling group of Linux webservers running
Apache.

–

The database subnet contains an Amazon Relational Database Service (Amazon
RDS) instance running MySQL that is configured for multiple Availability Zones.

–

The Lambda subnet contains a Lambda function that synchronizes the NLB
target group to the ALB. This pattern is only required if the customer wants to
make the application available to other AWS environments through AWS
PrivateLink.



Amazon CloudWatch for monitoring the webservers and Lambda functions.



AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM) for managing access to resources.



AWS Key Management Service (AWS KMS) for encryption.



AWS Web Application Firewall (AWS WAF) for layer 7 protections.



Amazon GuardDuty to perform continuous monitoring for malicious activity and
unauthorized behavior.
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Planning the deployment
Specialized knowledge
This Quick Start assumes familiarity with the IRAP PROTECTED Reference Architecture.
For more information, see AWS Artifact and IRAP compliance.
This deployment guide also requires a moderate level of familiarity with AWS services. If
you’re new to AWS, visit the Getting Started Resource Center and the AWS Training and
Certification website for materials and programs that can help you develop the skills to
design, deploy, and operate your infrastructure and applications on the AWS Cloud.

AWS account
If you don’t already have an AWS account, create one at https://aws.amazon.com by
following the on-screen instructions. Part of the sign-up process involves receiving a phone
call and entering a PIN using the phone keypad.
Your AWS account is automatically signed up for all AWS services. You are charged only for
the services you use.

Technical requirements
Before you launch the Quick Start, your account must be configured as specified in the
following table. Otherwise, deployment might fail.
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If necessary, request service quota increases for the following resources. You might
need to do this if an existing deployment uses these resources, and you might exceed the
default quotas with this deployment. The Service Quotas console displays your usage
and quotas for some aspects of some services. For more information, see the AWS
documentation.
AWS Trusted Advisor offers a service quota check that displays your usage and limits
for some aspects of some services.
Resource

Key pair

This deployment uses

VPCs

1

Elastic IP addresses

4

IAM security groups

4

IAM roles

2

Auto Scaling groups

1

Application Load
Balancers

1

Network Load
Balancers

1

t2.micro instances

2

db.t2.small instances

1

AWS WAF network
access control lists
(ACLs)

1

Amazon GuardDuty
subscriptions

1

Ensure that at least one Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon EC2) key pair exists
in your AWS account in the Region where you are planning to deploy the Quick Start.
Note the key pair name because you will be prompted for this information during
deployment. To create a key pair, follow the instructions in the AWS documentation.
If you’re deploying the Quick Start for testing or proof-of-concept purposes, we
recommend that you create a new key pair instead of specifying a pair that’s already in
use by a production instance.

IAM permissions
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To deploy the Quick Start, you must sign in to the AWS Management Console using
IAM permissions for the resources and actions the templates deploy. The
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Deployment options
This Quick Start provides one deployment option:


Deploy the IRAP PROTECTED Reference Architecture into a new VPC (endto-end deployment). This option builds a new AWS environment that comprises the
VPC, subnets, NAT gateways, security groups, bastion hosts, and other infrastructure
components. It then deploys the IRAP PROTECTED Reference Architecture into the
new VPC.

Deployment steps
Step 1. Sign in to your AWS account
1. Sign in to your AWS account at https://aws.amazon.com using an IAM user role that
has the necessary permissions. For details, see Planning the deployment, earlier in this
guide.
2. Ensure that your AWS account is configured correctly, as discussed in the Technical
requirements section.

Step 2. Check Amazon GuardDuty status
1. If Amazon GuardDuty is already enabled in your Region, either disable it or remove that
section of the CloudFormation template. The deployment will fail if it attempts to deploy
a GuardDuty detector in an account that already has a configured detector.

Step 3. Launch the Quick Start
Note: The instructions in this section reflect the older version of the AWS
CloudFormation console. If you are using the redesigned console, some of the user
interface elements might be different.
1. Launch the AWS CloudFormation template into your AWS account. The deployment
takes about 1 hour to complete.

Deploy

• new VPC
• workload

Deploy IRAP PROTECTED into
a new VPC on AWS
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2. Check the AWS Region that is displayed in the upper-right corner of the navigation bar,
and change it if necessary. This is where the network infrastructure for the IRAP
PROTECTED Reference Architecture is built. The template is launched in the Asia
Pacific (Sydney) Region by default.
3. On the Select Template page, keep the default setting for the template URL, and then
choose Next.
4. On the Specify Details page, change the stack name, if needed. Review the template,
and provide values for the parameters that require input. For all other parameters,
review the default settings, and customize them as necessary.
5. When you finish reviewing and customizing the parameters, choose Next.

PARAMETERS FOR DEPLOYING IRAP PROTECTED INTO A NEW VPC
View template
VPC network configuration:
Parameter label
(name)

Default

Description

Availability Zones
(AvailabilityZones)

Requires input

List of Availability Zones to use for the VPC subnets. Three
Availability Zones are used for this deployment, and the
logical order of your selections is preserved.

VPC ID
(VPCID)

Requires input

VPC ID.

Database subnet 1 ID
(DatabaseSubnet1)

Requires input

Database subnet 1 ID.

Database subnet 2 ID
(DatabaseSubnet2)

Requires input

Database subnet 2 ID.

Private subnet 1 ID
(PrivateSubnet1)

Requires input

Private subnet 1 ID.

Private subnet 2 ID
(PrivateSubnet2)

Requires input

Private subnet 2 ID.

Lambda subnet 1 ID
(LambdaSubnet1)

Requires input

Lambda subnet 1 ID.

Lambda subnet 2 ID
(LambdaSubnet2)

Requires input

Lambda subnet 2 ID.

Public subnet 1 ID
(PublicSubnet1)

Requires input

Public subnet 1 ID.

Public subnet 2 ID
(PublicSubnet2)

Requires input

Public subnet 2 ID.
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Database configuration:
Parameter label
(name)

Default

Description

Database name
(DBName)

MyDatabase

Database name.

Database
administrator
(DBUser)

Requires input

Database administrator name.

Database password
(DBPassword)

Requires input

Database administrator account password.

Database size
(DBAllocatedStorage)

5

Database size in gigabytes.

Database instance type
(DBInstanceClass)

db.t2.small

Database instance type.

RDS instance
(DBMultiAZ)

false

Indicate if the Amazon RDS instance should span multiple
Availability Zones (set this to true for production
deployments).

IRAP PROTECTED configuration:
Parameter label
(name)

Default

Description

KMS administrator
(KMSAdmin)

Requires input

User with the ability to administer the KMS key.

IAM user
(KMSUser)

Requires input

User with the ability to use the KMS key.

GuardDuty email
alerts
(SnsEmail)

Requires input

Destination for Amazon GuardDuty email alerts.

ASG instance type
(ASGInstanceType)

t2.micro

Instance type to be used for the Auto Scaling group (ASG)
instances.

EC2 key pair name
(KeyPairName)

Requires input

Amazon EC2 key pair to be used for the Auto Scaling group.

AMI ID for ASG
(ImageId)

/aws/service/amiamazon-linuxlatest/amzn-amihvm-x86_64-gp2

Amazon Machine Image (AMI) image ID that is used for
Amazon EC2 instances.

Unused target wait
time
(LoadBalancer
DeregistrationDelay)

60

Time (in seconds) to wait before changing the state of a
deregistered target from draining to unused.
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Parameter label
(name)

Default

Description

CloudWatch ARN
policy
(CloudwatchAgent
ServerManagedPolicy)

arn:aws:iam::aws:p
olicy/CloudWatchA
gentServerPolicy

Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the managed policy that
allows Amazon EC2 instances to write to Amazon
CloudWatch.

ALB scheme
(ALBScheme)

internal

Indicate if the Application Load Balancer in front of Amazon
Elastic Container Service (Amazon ECS) is internet-facing or
internal.

NLB scheme
(NLBScheme)

internet-facing

Indicate if the Network Load Balancer in front of Amazon ECS
is internet-facing or internal.

ALB listener port
(ALBListenerPort)

80

Traffic listener port of your internal Application Load
Balancer.

DNS lookup maximum
(MAXDNSLookupPer
Invocation)

50

Maximum Domain Name System (DNS) lookups that this
function can perform per invocation.

Lambda invocations
(InvocationBefore
Deregistration)

3

Number of invocations needed before an IP is deregistered.

CloudWatch IP count
(CWMetricFlagIPCount)

true

Indicate if you want a Lambda function to create a
CloudWatch metric that tracks the IP count of your internal
Application Load Balancer.

URI for AWS WAF
(IncludesPrefix)

/includes

Uniform resource identifier (URI) path prefix (starting with
“/”) that identifies any files in your webroot that are serverside included components and should not be invoked directly
via URL. These can be headers, footers, third-party server-side
libraries, or components. You can add more prefixes directly
to the set later.

AWS WAF
administrative
subsite URI
(AdminUrlPrefix)

/admin

URI path prefix (starting with “/”) that identifies your
administrative subsite. You can add more prefixes directly to
the set later.

Administrative IP
address
(AdminRemoteCidr)

127.0.0.1/32

IP address that is allowed to access your administrative
interface. Use Classless Inter-Domain Routing (CIDR)
notation. You can add more addresses directly to the set later.

AWS WAF action
(RuleAction)

BLOCK

Type of action you want to implement for the rules in this set.
Valid options are COUNT and BLOCK.

Maximum AWS WAF
bytes
(MaxExpectedURISize)

512

Maximum number of bytes allowed in the URI component of
the HTTP request. The maximum possible value is generally
determined by the server operating system (maps to file
system paths), the web server software, or other middleware
components. Choose a value that accommodates the largest
URI segment you use in practice in your web application.

Maximum query string
bytes allowed by AWS

1024

Maximum number of bytes allowed in the query string
component of the HTTP request. The query string parameters
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Description

WAF
(MaxExpectedQuery
StringSize)

following the ? in a URL are typically larger than the URI but
still bounded by the parameters and values that your web
application uses.

Maximum bytes
allowed in AWS WAF
body
(MaxExpectedBodySize)

4096

Maximum number of bytes allowed in the body of the request.
If you do not plan to allow large uploads, set it to the largest
payload value that makes sense for your web application.
Accepting large values can cause performance issues if large
payloads are used as an attack vector against your web
application.

Maximum bytes
allowed in AWS WAF
cookie header
(MaxExpectedCookie
Size)

4093

Maximum number of bytes allowed in the cookie header. The
maximum size should be less than 4,093. The size is
determined by the amount of information your web
application stores in cookies. If you only pass a session token
via cookies, set the size to no larger than the serialized size of
the session token and cookie metadata.

HTTP request header
(CSRFExpectedHeader)

x-csrf-token

Custom HTTP request header, where the cross-site request
forgery (CSRF) token value is expected.

CSRF token size
(CSRFExpectedSize)

36

Size of the CSRF token value in bytes. For example, if it's a
canonically formatted universally unique identifier (UUID)
version-4 value, the expected size would be 36 bytes/ASCII
characters.

Prefix for AWS WAF
tags
(WAFTagPrefix)

irapwaf

Prefix to be applied to AWS WAF rules.

Enable GuardDuty
(EnableGuardDuty)

true

Enable Amazon GuardDuty threat detection service.

AWS Quick Start configuration:
Parameter label
(name)

Default

Description

S3 bucket name
(QSS3BucketName)

aws-quickstart

S3 bucket name for the Quick Start assets. The name can
include numbers, lowercase letters, uppercase letters, and
hyphens (-). It cannot start or end with a hyphen (-).

S3 key prefix
(QSS3KeyPrefix)

quickstartcompliance-irapprotected/

S3 key prefix for the Quick Start assets. The key prefix can
include numbers, lowercase letters, uppercase letters, hyphens
(-), and a forward slash (/).

6. On the Options page, you can specify tags (key-value pairs) for resources in your stack
and set advanced options. When you’re done, choose Next.
7. On the Review page, review and confirm the template settings.
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8. Under Capabilities, choose the two check boxes to acknowledge that the template
creates IAM resources and that it might require the capability to auto-expand macros.
9. Choose Create to deploy the stack.
10. Monitor the status of the stack. When the status is CREATE_COMPLETE, the IRAP
PROTECTED Reference Architecture cluster is ready.
11. To view the resources that were created, use the URLs displayed in the Outputs tab for
the stack.

Figure 2: IRAP PROTECTED outputs after successful deployment

Step 4. Test the deployment
Open the link that is specified in the URL key in the Outputs tab. This takes you to an
example webpage that confirms the deployment was successful.

Best practices for using IRAP PROTECTED on AWS
Before this Quick Start is used for a production workload, many changes should be made:
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To reduce costs, this architecture deploys an Auto Scaling group with a single instance.
For production deployments, increase this limit to ensure that instances are deployed
across at least two Availability Zones.



To reduce costs, this architecture sets the DeletionPolicy on the Amazon RDS instance
to Delete, which prevents a snapshot of the Amazon RDS instance from being saved.
For a production deployment, set the DeletionPolicy to Retain.



Customers may want to deploy private endpoints for AWS services.

Security
Security and compliance are shared responsibilities between AWS and the customer.
Customers should familiarize themselves with the AWS Shared Responsibility Model before
using this solution for any production workloads.
While this solution implements some of the controls that are outlined in the IRAP
PROTECTED Reference Architecture, not all of the recommended controls are included in
this Quick Start. Remember to follow the guidance in the IRAP PROTECTED package,
available on AWS Artifact, before storing PROTECTED data.
Some of the controls that are not addressed in this solution include the following:


The solution has an internet gateway, which makes it accessible via the internet. This
simplifies the deployment as a proof of concept. Customers that intend to store
PROTECTED data in this solution should follow the guidance in the IRAP PROTECTED
package and should consider using AWS Direct Connect (DX) with VPN and HTTP for
encrypted data in transit.



The root volume on the Amazon EC2 instances is not encrypted. You may want to
encrypt your root volume if you intend to store sensitive data.



To simplify deployment, this architecture uses an Amazon VPC–provided DNS.
Customers might consider using Amazon EC2–based or on-premises–based DNS
services.



The AWS WAF update Lambda function is not included because it would exceed a
customers' default service quota. Customers may implement this solution by following
Blocking IP Addresses That Submit Bad Requests.



The AWS WAF is designed as a starting point and not as a production-ready,
comprehensive set of rules. We recommend building upon the existing set of rules. For
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more information, see the Use AWS WAF to Mitigate OWASP’s Top 10 Web Application
Vulnerabilities whitepaper.

Other useful information
If you want to make your application available through AWS PrivateLink using another
department’s AWS environment, you must implement your own AWS PrivateLink
Endpoint Service.

FAQ
Q. I encountered a CREATE_FAILED error when I launched the Quick Start.
A. If AWS CloudFormation fails to create the stack, we recommend that you relaunch the
template with Rollback on failure set to No. (This setting is under Advanced in the
AWS CloudFormation console, Options page.) With this setting, the stack’s state is
retained, and the instance is left running so you can troubleshoot the issue.
Important: When you set Rollback on failure to No, you will continue to incur
AWS charges for this stack. Please ensure that you delete the stack after you finish
troubleshooting.
For additional information, see Troubleshooting AWS CloudFormation on the AWS
website.
Q. I encountered a size limitation error when I deployed the AWS CloudFormation
templates.
A. We recommend that you launch the Quick Start templates from the links in this guide or
from another S3 bucket. If you deploy the templates from a local copy on your computer or
from a non-S3 location, you might encounter template size limitations when you create the
stack. For more information about AWS CloudFormation limits, see the AWS
documentation.
Q. I can’t see the website.
A. Ensure that the Lambda function is invoking correctly. The CloudWatch logs for the
Lambda function provide more information.
Q. The stack creation is failing because an Amazon GuardDuty detector already exists in the
current account.
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A. Either disable Amazon GuardDuty in the Region you’re deploying it in or delete
GuardDuty detection in the CloudFormation template.

Send us feedback
To post feedback, submit feature ideas, or report bugs, use the Issues section of the
GitHub repository for this Quick Start. If you’d like to submit code, please review the Quick
Start Contributor’s Guide.

Additional resources
AWS resources


Getting Started Resource Center



AWS General Reference



AWS Glossary

AWS services


AWS CloudFormation



Amazon EBS



Amazon EC2



IAM



Amazon VPC

Other Quick Start reference deployments


AWS Quick Start home page
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